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We design and manufacture innovative commercial furniture with a focus on emerging work and learning 
styles. We have the insight to deliver space that works.

From our home in Huddersfield, we have built our business by establishing great relationships with all our 
customers – understanding, meeting and exceeding their needs. As a result, we proudly work with clients and 
partners in over 50 countries worldwide.

We are experts in both commercial workplace and learning spaces. We know what it takes to create 
inspirational environments and we understand the ever-changing needs of the end users of those spaces. 
We enrich our insight by collaborating with some of the UK’s leading workplace consultants and designers 
to design new product ranges that are truly innovative. Whether you are an architect, designer, contracts 
specifier or reseller, we are confident that we can deliver the right products and services to deliver a space 
that works. 

We love what we do and we love a challenge, so if you need help creating a more effective and productive 
workspace – a space that works - just get in touch.

We Are Connection
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A distinguished range of lounge and dining chairs, ideal for relaxing or adding elegance to a space. Retro 
inspired button details and petite proportions make Armada a versatile chair for use across a wide variety 
of spaces. Dual upholstery and button colours are available for further personalisation.

Armada

Lounge &  
Dining Seating

Contrasting  
Buttons Available

Fabric, Vinyl  
or Leather

Dual Upholstery 
Available





The perfect statement seat to combine finesse with the need to achieve privacy in open areas. The high back 
Dixi chair offers all-round privacy, while the original winged back design provides a secluded, reduced noise 
environment without affecting the users’ visual privacy. The tub chairs and complementary coffee tables 
support a sociable workplace setting. All chairs are available in a range of base options, fabrics and finishes.

Dixi
Design by Ratio Design Associates

Privacy Socialising Meeting4 Base Options 2 Complementary 
Tables

Fabric or Vinyl

6

Dual Upholstery 
Available
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Gloss delivers maximum comfort on an upholstered seat cocooned by a sleek and shiny white ABS shell. A 
stylish choice for corporate breakout, dining, learning and reception areas, Gloss is an ergonomically shaped 
chair that offers total support. Available in a range of fabrics and with a choice of 3 bases, complementary 
tables are also available to be used with Gloss as well as many other seating ranges. 

Gloss
Design by David Fox Design

7 Complementary 
Tables

3 Base Options Cleanable  
ABS Back

Fabric, Vinyl  
or Leather

SocialisingDual Upholstery 
Available
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Pronounced ‘hoo-gah’, Hygge is a fusion of Scandinavian sentiment and contemporary design. The design 
alludes to a Nordic coined feeling of cosiness and contentment, encapsulating the simple pleasures in life - 
being warm, happy and cosy. The gentle, curving, contoured design offers an intimate and cosy feel, whilst the 
high sculptured back achieves a degree of privacy; the wooden outer shell creating a strong distinctive look.

Hygge
Design by David Fox Design

Privacy2 Base Options Complementary 
Table

Fabric or VinylLow & High  
Back Options

MeetingDual Upholstery 
Available
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Stylish, sophisticated and elegant, Kala’s contemporary design encourages relaxation and comfort. The 
high back chairs create private seating arrangements, while low back Kalas grouped together create inviting 
social meeting areas - such versatility and flexibility has propelled Kalas popularity. Both high and low back 
Kalas are available with 3 different base options and in a range of fabrics, vinyls and leathers.

Kala
Design by David Fox Design

3 Base Options Low & High  
Back Options

2 Complementary 
Tables

Fabric, Vinyl  
or Leather

Dual Upholstery 
Available

Socialising Meeting
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Korus is a soft seating favourite; great for lounge, relaxing or waiting areas. Easily recognizable with its 
curved arm features and open back, this sleek looking chair will add a touch of style to any environment. 
Available in a wide range of base options, the design’s new seat quilting option brings it up to date with 
future design trends within the ever changing furniture market. 

Korus
Design by David Fox Design

Quilted Padding 
Available

7 Base Options Complementary 
 Tables

Fabric, Vinyl  
or Leather

Dual Upholstery 
Available

Meeting
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Leo
Design by km34

Add luxury with Leo; an elegant chair and sofa range which creates a premium feel within any reception or 
waiting area. The sprung tension seating gives an abundance of comfort whilst the removable, feather cushioned 
arms continue the soft feeling and textures. Stylish leg detailing gives Leo the finer detail finishes it deserves.

Fabric, Vinyl 
or Leather

Complementary 
Table

3 Sizes 
Available

Feather Cushion 
Armrests

Meeting
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Mae
Mae is a contemporary high or low back armchair, with the option of 3 different bases. Great for relaxing 
or focusing in, Mae can provide the subtle privacy we desire, whilst not cocooning the user completely from 
their surroundings. The optional high back wings offer both visual and acoustic privacy, while the low back 
chair creates a different atmosphere, more suited to socialising and entertaining. 

Privacy3 Base Options Low & High 
Back Options

Fabric, Vinyl  
or Leather*

*High back chairs are unavailable in leather.

MeetingDual Upholstery 
Available
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Distinctive sweeping curves define this elegant furniture range, creating a collection that is sophisticated, 
comfortable and reassuring. The single seats create inviting waiting or reception areas, whilst the large 
sofa heralds a much more domestic design for the conventional working office. A wide selection of tables 
complement the Mortimer range as well as many other soft seating products. Mortimer is available in a wide 
range of fabrics, vinyls and leathers.

Design by Jones & Partners

Mortimer

Sofa Available 3 Complementary  
Tables

Fabric, Vinyl  
or Leather

SocialisingDual Upholstery 
Available
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Pear consists of 2 stylish and minimalist lounge and compact chairs. The deep-pan base of the lounge chair 
creates a space for relaxation and contemplation, whilst the compact chair is much more formative and 
structured. Simple 3 and 4 leg base options complete an organic and honest design collection.

Pear
Design by David Fox Design

Wide Range  
of Fabrics

2 Size Options Socialising
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Rollie is a compact and stylish chair and table range created by the award winning designer David Fox 
Design. A smooth curved back and sculptured arms create a pleasant seating experience for waiting, 
meeting or relaxing. A new broomstick base has been introduced to the range along with other classic base 
options, whilst a complementary oak veneer plywood coffee table completes the collection. 

Design by David Fox Design

Rollie

Complementary 
Table

5 Base Options Fabric, Vinyl  
or Leather

Dual Upholstery 
Available

Contrast Piping 
Available

Socialising Meeting
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The simple and stylish Swoosh soft seating range is one of our largest and most popular collections. 
Swoosh chairs have a number of base and size options, and a selection of stools, sofas and a variety of 
complementary tables add to the versatility of the range. Swoosh furniture will fit easily into any reception 
area, café, lounge or learning environment.

Design by Roger Webb Associates

Swoosh

4 Base Options Wooden 
Frame Options

11 Complementary 
 Tables

Fabric, Vinyl  
or Leather

Socialising Meeting
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Cubbi acoustic enclosures are a range of free-standing, sound absorbing modules, providing the user with 
an enclosed space, offering visual privacy and reduced noise levels - the perfect space for focusing and to 
escape from a busy environment. Cubbi is designed to assist those who require either a short period of time 
in which to focus their concentration or for a complete day of intensive work. Available in 2 variants - with 
and without benches - personalise Cubbi with integrated power, data modules and full cable management.

Design by Roger Webb Associates

Cubbi

Acoustic Privacy Visual PrivacyPower OptionsWork Surface 
Options

Dual Upholstery 
Available

Choice of Colours 
& Fabrics
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Hive modular furniture facilitates a multitude of ways of working through the creation of configurable and 
connected spaces. Designed to enable spaces to flex and adapt through the use of easy to assemble 
modules, different shapes can be configured, making every space unique to the needs of the environment. 
An innovative and award-winning modular system, Hive has integrated technology including power modules 
and options for fixed or free-standing TVs and displays.

Design by Roger Webb Associates

Hive

Modular Design Reconfigurable 
& Customisable

Acoustic Privacy Visual PrivacyTV Bracket 
Option

CollaboratingPower OptionsWork Surface 
Options

Choice of Colours  
& Fabrics
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Horizon is a truly modular seating system designed to fit your space, style and imagination. Particularly 
popular in schools and universities due to increased seating capacity within a limited space, this series of  
7 modules allows you to create multiple configurations such as the popular Island, Wave and Triform shapes.

Design by Roger Webb Associates

Horizon

Modular 7 Module Range Educational 
Product

SocialisingReconfigurable 
& Customisable
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Simple, flexible and modular 2-tiered auditorium seating, which can be configured to create learning and 
presenting environments. Now with in-built under seat storage as standard. Available with seat and scatter 
cushions for additional comfort, power options for connectivity, protective floor covering and casters for mobility.

Design by Roger Webb Associates

Platforms

Modular 3 Module Range Auditorium SocialisingStoragePower Options Educational 
Product

Reconfigurable 
& Customisable
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Designed to define space and create a sense of place. Rooms represents a flexible and reconfigurable 
free-standing structure designed to create informal and formal workspace solutions to meet, socialise, 
focus and collaborate. Offering visual and acoustic privacy solutions, Rooms can be configured with a 
number of wall options including acoustic, curtain, upholstered, Venetian trellis or whiteboard walls to create 
spaces with endless functionality. Optional acoustic ceiling baffles can be added for increased acoustic 
privacy. Additionally, multiple Room sizes can now be adjoined and connected together to create varying 
environments side-by-side.

Design by Roger Webb Associates

Rooms

Reconfigurable 
& Customisable

No Planning 
Permission

Power Options Adjoining Rooms 
Available

Multiple Sizes Acoustic PrivacyCladding Options Visual Privacy Meeting
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Tier is a collection of 3-tiered auditorium seating modules, which can be configured to seat multiple groups 
for focused meetings and presentations. Designed and developed for effective learning, the modules can be 
combined to create small personal groups or large scale conference environments. Back and side end-run 
balustrades offer semi-visual privacy and points the users’ focus forwards, whilst also adding sitting security. 
Tier takes inspiration from Greek architectural features, and the use of chunky birch plywood enhances 
these aesthetic qualities whilst adding robustness.

Design by Workplace Projects

Tier

Educational 
Product

Modular AuditoriumReconfigurable 
& Customisable

3 Module Range
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Tryst is a versatile collection of high and low back sofas and seating booths offering different levels of visual 
and acoustic privacy. Developed for use within an agile environment, socialise with Tryst sofas, focus with 
Tryst canopies and collaborate with Tryst booths whilst taking advantage of the integrated technology and 
integral power available in all products.

Design by Roger Webb Associates

Tryst

Sprung Seating Acoustic Privacy Visual PrivacyPower Options Dual Upholstery 
Available

Fabric, Vinyl 
or Leather

Work Surface 
Options

Meeting





Statement oak tables for meeting, collaborating and socialising. Designed with a solid oak frame and a 
laminate top, Centro is enriched by discrete power units and cable management through 1 leg to support 
a multitude of uses. Multiple laminate table top colour options are available for further personalisation. 
Matching seating is available to complement the Centro table, with stools and benches for diner tables and 
bar stools for poseur height tables.

Centro
Design by Roger Webb Associates

Solid Oak Frame Multiple Table 
Top Colours

Concealed PowerComplementary 
Seating

Collaborating

42





Centro Lite is a slender, more affordable version of our popular Centro range. The collection of dining and 
poseur height collaboration tables, with additional square, circular and slim shapes, have solid oak frames 
with 25mm melamine tops and reversed chamfered edges. Available in 4 standard table top finishes, over 
100 special colour options are also available from Egger. Power options are not included as the tables have 
no cable management. 

Centro Lite
Design by Roger Webb Associates

Solid Oak Legs 16 Sizes 
Available

Multiple Table 
Top Colours

Collaborating

44
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Co.Table represents a new style of shared working furniture. Comprising of long and short diner tables with 
square or round ends - with or without adjoining poseur height end tables - the Co.Table range is designed to 
facilitate independent and coworking activities. Accessible power on a central utility rail and lighting is available. 
Co.Table is a robust and flexible solution for busy 24/7 working environments, promoting full collaboration.

Co.Table
Design by Roger Webb Associates

Solid Oak Frame Multiple Table 
Top Colours

Power Options Multiple Sizes Coworking
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A connected tubular structure forms the simplicity of the Tubes range. Designed to support functional 
coworking spaces, Tubes allows for independent and collaborative activities. The utilitarian aesthetic and 
design creates a bold look which can be tailored with a wide variety of table top, fabric and finish options.  

Design by Ratio Design Associates

Tubes

CoworkingMultiple Table 
Top Colours

Tables with 
Optional Shelf

Benches with 
Optional Tablets

Complementary 
Stool

Educational 
Product
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